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Motivation and Contribution
■ Background: 

■ Providing explanations for Visual Question Answering (VQA) tasks is desirable 
■ Current explanation models for VQA generally trained separately from the QA model, resulting in 

less grounded answer and explanation

§ Our proposal:
■ UMAE: A unified model for answer and explanation generation
■ Multitask learning with single artificial prompt tokens to distinguish tasks while joint training
■ Use perplexity as criteria to map open-ended generations to multiple-choice options
■ SOTA explanation generation scores and promising out-of-domain performance on VQA
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UMAE Illustration 
§ Train a multimodal encoder-decoder model on mix of VQA tasks for jointly optimizing answer & explanation
§ Distinguish the training instances and target output with artificial prompt tokens (e. g. <#A#>, <#E#>). 
§ Top and bottom examples are from A-OKVQA (Schwenk et al., 2022) and VCR (Zellers et al., 2019), respectively
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Multimodal 
Encoder-Decoder

Transformer

<#AOKA#> What is this place?

<#AOKE#> What is this place?  
roadside stand, this is because

<#AOKAE#> What is this place?

prompt + Question  (+ Answer)Image Objects

<#A#> What are Person1 and
Person2 doing?

<#E#> What are Person1 and
Person2 doing? They are having
dinner together, this is because

<#AE#> What are Person1 and
Person2 doing?

market

The man is selling vegetables.

market, this is because the man is
selling vegetables.

Answer and/or Explanation

They are having dinner.

They are sitting at a table with food in
front of them.

Person1 and Person2 are having dinner,
this is because they are seated at a

dining table with food in front of them.

orange carrots,
orange sign,
yellow sign,
white van...

Person2, Person1,
Wineglass3, dining
table, Wineglass2,
chair, bow, white
plate, white table,
green bottle, ...

https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.01718
https://arxiv.org/abs/1811.10830


Artificial Prompt Tokens

■ Add a single artificial prompt token at the beginning of 
the textual input to
■ Distinguish different datasets and tasks

■ <#A#> for generating answer, <#AE#> for explanations, 
<#AE#> for both answer and explanation

■ Learn the shared semantics among different tasks

■ These tokens are abstract, simple yet effective
■ Different from natural language prompt commonly used 

in seq2seq  models such as T5
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Artificial prompts

Natural Language prompts



Perplexity as Multiple-Choice Metric

■ Map open-ended generated text to multiple-choice options
■ Limitation of existing methods using semantic embedding similarities such as Glove
■ We instead feed the same visual and textual input to the model and calculate the perplexity of 

each answer being generation
■ Choose the lowest perplexity option as the final answer
■ Results in better performance than mapping with generation metrics (BLEU, BERTScore)
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Model and Datasets

■We built on OFA, a multimodal encoder-decoder model (Wang et al., 2022)

§ Additionally extract bottom-up top-down features and attributes and feed to OFA
§ We do not use candidate answer set as OFA

■ Datasets:
§ Train on three knowledge-intensive visual question answering tasks:

§ OKVQA (Marino, et al., 2019, question and answer)
§ A-OKVQA (answer and explanation)
§ VCR (answer and explanation)

§ Out-of-domain evaluation on VQA-X (Park, et al., 2018)
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■Answer Accuracy
■ UMAE achieves better results than 

trained models separately

■ Refer to the paper for more detailed 
scores 

Experimental Results
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■ Explanation Performance

■ OFA zero-shot not able to follow 
natural language instruction to 
generate explanations

■ UMAE achieves SOTA explanation 
generation on A-OKVAQA, VCR 
and promising out-of-domain 
results on VQA-X 

Experimental Results
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Conclusion

■ Jointly optimising answer and explanation improves quality in both in VQA
■ Artificial prompt tokens is a simple and effect addition to the training data to boost 

multitask learning
■ Perplexity as multiple-choice options metric outperform other metrics based on 

evaluating similarities
■ We also discuss dataset quality limitation in the paper
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Thank you!
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